
• See our latest packaging innovations!

• Meet us for a comprehensive discussion on your
  packaging needs!

• Let us offer you the best packaging solution!
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XTRALITE PROTM  

Pre-stretched Stretch Film
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LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!
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That was what our Managing Director Mr CK Wan experienced during a 
video shooting by ExxonMobil Chemical held recently at our headquarters in 
Bakar Arang, Sungai Petani. 

The key in the interview was to focus on how Respack successfully used 
ExxonMobil resins for demand creation and successfully venture into 
untapped market.

“Much as we have done with customers throughout Asia-Pacific and the 
world as part of the Exceed XP video series, Respack is the first customer 
globally to embrace the Exceed XP value in cast stretch application,” 
ExxonMobil representative Mavis Lim said during the video shoot. 

“We want to hear Respack's approach and philosophy to producing superior 
flexible packaging, food and beverage packaging, stretch and collation shrink 
film, as well as how ExxonMobil resins help support this approach,” she 
added. 

“Since entering the cast stretch film sector in 2014, Respack has made 
tremendous impact and having a partner such as ExxonMobil will sustain this 
growth and development, both in terms of product and also joint marketing, 
shared expertise and business development,” Mr Wan said. 

“Since Respack strives to be the innovation leader in the areas in which it 
competes, it is indeed important to have long-term partners and suppliers 
such as ExxonMobil that share this push for continuous innovation,” he 
added while shooting the video with the crew from the United States.

Indeed, ExxonMobil has continuously joined efforts with Respack in 
developing the best product solutions using the latest resin technology. A 
technical training was also recently held in our Stretch Film plant where our 
production engineers, customer service personnel and business development 
team were given detailed briefings on the technical information on the latest 
resins used, its properties and applications. 

Lights, Camera, Action! 
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Extreme cost saving
One roll can wrap up to 20 pallets.

XTRALITE PROTM 

Pre-stretched Stretch Film
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Extreme strength
Few times stronger than 
conventional film. 

Health & Safety
Effortless wrapping prestretched by machine, so the 
operator will just need to walk around and tighten the 
film. The film memory will hold stronger over the time.

15um
5um

Damaged proof
No breakages of film

Extra Performance
Reinforced edge to increase 
holding force and tear resistance.

Reinforced edge 
for extra strength

Extraordinary Features
• Damaged proof roll, soft edge 

winding profile.
• Oscillated winding system.



all types and sizes
Heroes come in21 APR

2019

Indeed, heroes may not only be the ones we see on TV - 
Superman, Batman, Ironman.

Just by donating a pint of blood, a blood donor becomes a hero by 
helping to save a life, and in return, reaping its many benefits. 

Respack’s annual blood donation drive which was held in April saw 
an encouraging turnout of blood donors. This year, more than 60 
donors came forward to join in the effort which was held at the 
Amanjaya Mall. It was a fruitful event where this year, the donors 
were entitled to free gifts and entitled to a lucky draw. 

Ardent donor KS Wong, who works as a production supervisor in 
Respack, annually supports the company’s blood donation drive. 
He says: “There are many benefits of donating blood. They include 
good health and reduced risk of cancer. It also helps in reducing 
the risk of damage to liver and pancreas. Donating blood may help 
in improving cardiovascular health and reducing obesity”. 

Other benefits for blood donors in Malaysia:
Donors who donate twice in a period of 12 months are entitled 
to a free Hepatitis B vaccine shot.

Those who donate more than 50 times (whole blood) and 150 
times (apheresis) are entitled to free outpatient treatment at 
any government hospital.

Should they be warded, they will be entitled to a free first-class 
ward for the first 10 years, and second-class ward after.

Regular blood donors also enjoy free health screenings every 
six months.

There’s a definite comfort in knowing that even if your health takes an 
unexpected turn, you and your family have a financial safety net. When 
money’s tight, though, paying for both a life insurance policy and 
healthcare coverage each month can get tricky. As expenses start to 
mount, it can be tempting to drop one or the other to make ends meet.

The reality is that a lot of people genuinely need both types of 
protection, especially if they have dependents. If that’s the case, the 
better idea is to limit coverage to what you truly need so you can afford 
both types of insurance.

A life insurance talk was organised by Respack for the staff to further 
understand the needs of buying or maintaining certain types of 
insurance. All employees in the company enjoy complimentary annual 
medical and personal accident insurance.

The talk which was held in March saw representatives from Great 
Eastern Life Insurance giving detailed information on both the 
conventional and Takaful (Islamic) insurance available in Malaysia. 
Afterwards, attendees were also served a sumptuous healthy lunch 
while they had a one-to-one discussion with the insurance agents.

Health is Wealth
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The Muhibbah Spirit Of Ramadan
Ramadan is the ninth month of the Islamic calendar and the holiest 

month. Fasting is prescribed in this month. 

It is the month during which Muslims observe fasting from morning 

twilight to the evening twilight. The term Ramadan is literally driven from 

al-Ramd which means ‘burning heat of the sun’. It is believed that this 

name is given to the fasting month due to the thirst experienced during 

fasting.

The Malaysian national values are built around the “muhibbah (goodwill) 

spirit” since Malaysians regarded this spirit highly weaved into the fabrics 

of unity echoed by the Rukun Negara principles.The muhibbah legacy to 

promote nationalism was promulgated by our first prime minister, Tunku 

Abdul Rahman Putra al-Haj. The purpose was to create a chivalrous 

feeling in each individual citizen to be identified as Malaysian. 

During the fasting month before the celebration of the Hari Raya 

Puasa (Malay New Year), the team at Respack held our annual 

buka-puasa (to break fast) event, where everyone regardless of 

race joined the Muslims for a sumptuous meal towards the end of 

a fasting day. This year, in support of the spirit of muhibbah, the 

team also distributed the Malay delicacy bubur lambuk to 

passerby in front of the factory after work. It was indeed a fun 

activity. 

 “Every one of us must respect each other’s rights and feelings, be 

tolerant of each other's religions, customs and habits, for in 

diversity we can truly find real unity,” Human Resource Manager 

SR Ang says. 



It was a fun-run with multicolours for a team at 
Respack when they took part in the Paramount 
Colour Run in April. In support of the National 
Kidney Foundation, the 5km run involves road 
running which saw participants taking part for 
their own enjoyment rather than competition. 

Research shows that running can raise your 
levels of good cholesterol while also helping 
you increase lung function and use. In addition, 
running can also boost your immune system 
and lower your risk of developing blood clots.

Fun-Run

13.4.2019

Safety, the best policy
Fires destroy property, cause injuries, and take lives. One of the key 
strategies to maintaining a safe workplace and preventing fires is fire 
safety training. With proper training workers can eliminate fire hazards 
and respond quickly and efficiently if a fire breaks out.

Everyone is responsible for preventing fires in the workplace - 
employers and employees alike. In addition to possible injury and loss 
of life, a serious fire can close down a workplace resulting in significant 
job losses.

“In a plastic manufacturing factory, proper fire prevention is even more 
critical. The organization of a factory in terms of how the goods are 
stored, proper maintenance of fire fighting equipment, are all critical 
factors in ensuring that our plastic manufacturing plant is safe,” 
Administration Manager SR Ang says during a fire-safety training held 
recently. 

Besides, first aid education is also vital as it can save lives in situations 
of an employee falling ill or being involved in an accident. From heart 
attacks to seizures and workplace accidents, help will quickly come 
from employees who have had an extensive training in first aid 
education to provide a temporary relief and prevent any fatalities.

It was thus a fun and educational day for the team at Respack during 
the 2-day training, where they gained extensive knowledge on fire 
safety and first-aid trainings. 

WORK
SAFE

World
Health

Day
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In-augural 
BOWLING TOURNAMENT
What’s the fun of a bowling tournament? 

First things first, bowling is great because just about everyone on 
this planet can do it (Yes, even those who claims to be useless when 
it comes to ball games!). And as far as costs go, bowling is one of the 
cheapest sports (in support of the company cost-savings measures!). 
And yes, bowling is also so a great sport because it's a place where 
you can be social, meet new people, and make new friends. 

And just last month in July, Respack held our first ever internal 
bowling tournament which saw a total of 16 teams from all divisions 
taking part. It was indeed a great turn-out where employees came up 
with creative team names such as Sweet Coffee, WonderWoman, 
Hero Kacak, Big Panda and even Beruang! 

A fun, humorous and rewarding experience indeed with teams 
winning cash prizes!
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